Web Content mining is defined as extraction of required data from distributed databases. Today we are using search engine for extracting the required information on the basis of requirement of user. But search engines that we are using not always provide the actual required information that the user actually want in a first attempt. So we can say that current search engine techniques provide the approximate output to the user. In this paper, we proposed a query classification technique by which we can improve the user query to make it more small, simple and more understandable. Such improved query will take a small fraction of time to execute over server and provide only the more actual required information to the user. Also we try to improve the pre-existing search engine algorithms to optimize the search result.
INTRODUCTION
As the era of online resources increases, the problems related with web mining increases. The most general or primary problem is to retrieve only the required information at the right time and at right place. However some user can efficiently retrieve the required information using search engine because he/she is familiar with searching techniques using Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT etc) because such user are directly or indirectly computer literate. But if we concern about the normal user who are not much computer literate can"t search the required information at right time. Today mostly user waste too much time in searching small information that he/she actually want due to the current interface of a search engine. But if we want to improve such interface then we have to optimize our user query to make it small and simple [1] . Because it is general phenomena if we know actually what we want then we can find it easily. Similarly, if a search engine knows that exactly what a user want then it can easily search such information over the databases in a small fraction of time.
II. RELATED WORK
In [2] author proposed a hypertext based architecture to perform the search but its architecture was not able to reduce the search time. In [3] author proposed a classification technique which will take less time to perform a search but drawback is that it can performs classification but not the sub classification in terms of database. It will also consume more time to perform a search. In [4] and [5] authors proposed some search rules and graph based data mining that helps in reducing the search time but more than 80% people of world still not aware with such rules as well as internet architecture is also very complex in which graph problems like konnisberg"s bridge problem may arise which is still not possible to solve. In [6] author proposed a distributed approach in extracting processed information in small amount of time. His proposed architecture was decreased the network traffics to increase the processing speed. But the drawback is that his architecture needs more than 100 crawlers to perform its task which is too costly to develop or manage.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We classified the user query that he/she feed in search engine on the basis of "type" and "extension". When a large and complex query will be classify by proper categorization as well as sub categorization then such query will become small, simple and more understandable by the existing system to search it. Let us understand it with a general example, if a user want to search a bitmap image(that will take less memory) over a topic "unity" using an existing search system then he/she directly feed his/her topic "unity" in search box and select the type as images. In that case, existing search system will list out all the images related with topic "unity" with extensions bmp, jpeg, png etc and suppose existing search engine will list out 1200 images as shown in following But the user actually wants the bmp images. It means that out of 1200 only 220 are the actual required information and remaining 980 are useless information for the user. So if we compare then we get that search engine consume more time to search or access over such 1200 images as comparison to 220 images. But when we classified or sub classified user query on the basis of "type" and "extension" then user will feed "unity" in search box and select "images" in "type" combo box and "bmp" in "extension" combo box. We also proposed and implement a query classification algorithm in existing search system that will combine the whole user query in backend to make it small, simple and clearer to understand. Now search result will be as follows as shown in following So we can get more optimized output after applying such query classification technique in our existing search engine technique.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUE
To implement such a query classification technique, we have to consider the improvement in the following existing search system area A.
Interface Consideration: Firstly we have to improve our preexisting search system user interface to add one more option that is sub category on the basis of "extension" of required information. We include one more combo box i.e. sub category in pre existing search system. After improvement our search system will appear as follows Proposed Query Classification Algorithm: Secondly we have to implement a query classification algorithm by applying a mathematical approach over the query obtained from user interface. Let we have a query Q that to be search by using existing search system, C is category & S is sub category specified by user then our proposed algorithm are as follows Here, Search(Qn) will performed web search as other search engine did but on Qn that is an improved user query. In our above proposed algorithm QC [Query Classification], we call two more algorithm i.e. Input () and Search (). Input () will take the input in the form of query from the user and Search () will forward such Query to the web server (crawler) for performing such search.
Then we forward such improved query to the web server and perform searching using indexer and crawler as we have done in our previous searching. On implementing such query classification technique in our existing search engine technique, our web mining architecture will appear as follows.
In below architecture, User feed Query through Implemented User Interface that contains user Query(Q), Category (C) and extension in the form of Subcategory (S) as shown in fig 1. 1. then such queries forwarded to search engine server where we implement our proposed algorithm(Query Classified) that will make an improved Query(Qn) using our QC() search algorithm as mentioned above. Then such Qn will forward to Crawler and Spider by Search Engine Server which then search such Query Qn over number of distributed databases(Web Databases) D1,D2….Dn with the help of Database Server and if any related result found that will again forward to Search Engine Server and then to User. Such result is Optimized and Improved result that matches exactly to User actual requirement.
Fig 1.2 Query Classification Based Search Engine Architecture
Our algorithm and implemented interface will help only to make user query more simple and clear to search engine because we know that a search engine will perform better search only when the query feed in it is more clear.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
We implement such optimized search technique by using PHP and WAMP. Such simulation report shows the comparison between search time and required search results using previous search technique as well as our proposed search techniques over distributed databases.
If a user want to search a pdf over a topic "corruption in india" using previous search engine and our proposed search techniques. In fig 1. 3 it shows that using previous search technique take more search time as comparison to our proposed search technique. As the comparison results shows that preexisting search techniques found 4 pages in 5 seconds, 18 pages in 10 seconds, 22 pages in 15 seconds, 58 pages in 20 seconds and 80 pages in 25 seconds So, its average result is 37 pages in 15 seconds whereas our proposed search technique found 4 pages in 5 seconds, 23 pages in 10 seconds, 69 pages in 15 seconds, 87 pages in 20 seconds and 119 pages in 25 seconds So, its average result is 60 pages in 15 seconds. Our optimized search results shows that our proposed search technique perform better search as previous search techniques in terms of speed and time.
